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1. INTRODUCTION 
The following result is known in the literature as Ostrowski's inequality [1; 2, p. 468]. 
THEOREM 1. Let f : [a, b] --* N be a differentiable mapping on (a, b) with the property that 
Iff(t)t < M for all t • (a,b). Then 
1~ b [~ (x - (a + b)/2)21 
- -  f(t) dt < + ib - -~7 (~-  a)M, (~ ~) f (x)  b - a 
for all x E [a, b]. The constant 1/4 is the best possible in tile sense that it cammt be replaced by" 
one smaller. 
A simple proof of this result can be achieved by using the identity 
f (x)  - b - a f(t)  dt + ~-a  p(x, t)f ' (t)  dt, .~: • [a, b], (1.2) 
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where 
S t -a ,  i fa<t<x,  
p(x, t) 
t -b ,  i f x<t<b,  
which also holds for absolutely continuous functions f : [a, b] --+ R. 
The following Ostrowski-type result for absolutely continuous functions holds (see [3-5]). 
THEOREM 2. Let f : [a, b] --+ R be absolutely continuous on [a, b]. Then, for all x E [a, b], we 
have 
f (x )  1 .L ~ dt b - a f ( t )  
-4 + - - -V - - -a - -  (b-a) llfll~o, iff'ELoo[a,b]; 
1 [ fx -a '~ p+I /b -x '~p+l ]  lfv (1.3) 
_< -C)-J--iT-i-7,;[Itb_--A--g ) +t~_a ) ] (b-a)'lPflf'llq, iff'CLq[a,b], 
1 1 
-+-=1,  p>l ;  
P q 
where I1' I1~ (r ~ {1, oo]) ar~ the usual Lebesgue norms on Lr[a, b], i.e., 
Ilglloo := ess sup Ig(t)l 
tC[a,b] 
and 
L b ~ 1/~ 
jig[l,. := [g(t)[~dtJ , 7- ~ [1, oo). 
The constants 1/4, 1/(p + 1) l/p, and 1/2, respectively, are best in the same sense as previously. 
The above inequalities can also be obtained from a result of Fink [6], choosing n = 1 and 
performing some appropriate computations. 
If one drops the condition of absolute continuity and assumes instead that f is HSlder contin- 
uous, then the following inequality holds (see [7]). 
TttEOREM 3. Let f : [a,b] -~ R be of r - H-HSlder  type, i.e., 
I f (x)  - f(Y)[ <- H ix -  Y r ,  for all x, y e [a,b], (1.4) 
where r E (0, 1] and H > 0 are fixed. Then for all x E [a, b], we have the inequal ity 
f(x) 1 L b dt H [(b-x~ r+i (x-a'~ r+l] 
b f ( t )  < - -  + (b - a)". (1.5) -<~ -~+1 \~-~)  \~-a)  ] 
The constant l l ( r  + 1) is also sharp. 
Note that if r = 1, i.e., f is Lipschitz continuous, then we get the following version of Os- 
trowski's inequality for Lipschitzian functions (with L instead of H) (see [8]): 
f(x) 1 1bf(t) dt < [i-t- (x-(a+--b)/2~2 ] 
b - a - b - a ] (b  - a )L .  (1.6) 
Here the constant 1/4 is also best. 
If continuity assumptions are dropped and f assumed to be of bounded variation, then the 
following result is true (see [9]). 
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THEOREM 4. Assume that f : [a, b] ---* R is o[bounded variation and denote by Vba total variation. 
Then 
V(f ) ,  (1.7) b-a  f ( t )  <_ + b -a  J ,~ 
for all x E [a, b]. The constant 1/2 is the best possible. 
If we assume, additionally, that f is monotonically nondecreasing, then inequality (1.7) may 
be improved in the following manner [10]. 
THEOREM 5. Let f : [a, b] --~ R be monotonic nondecreasing. Then for all x E [a, b], we have the 
inequality 
f (x )  - - -  f ( t )  dt < [2x - (a + b)]f(x) + sEn (t - x ) f ( t )  dt b -a  - b -a  
1 {(x -  a)[ f (x)  - f(a)] + (b -  x)[f(b) - f(x)]} (1.8) 
-< b ----~ 
-< + b-~a- If(b) - f(a)]. 
All the inequalities in (1.8) are sharp and the constant 1/2 is the best possible. 
For other results involving Ostrowski's inequality, see [6,11,12] ~ well as the RGMIA website: 
ht tp  : / / rgmia.  vu. edu. au/dat abase, html. 
2. AN INEQUAL ITY  OF  THE OSTROWSKI  TYPE  
FOR CUMULAT IVE  D ISTR IBUT ION FUNCTIONS 
2.1 .  Inequa l i t ies  
Let X be a random variable taking values in the finite interval [a, b], with cumulative distribu- 
tion function F(x )  = Pr(X < x). 
The following theorem holds [13]. 
THEOREM 6. Let X and F be as above. Then we have the inequality 
_< x) b -b__aE(X) -< b------£1 [2x - (a + b)] Pr(X <_ x) + sgn (t - x )F ( t )  dt 
-< b ------al [(b - x) Pr(X _> x) + (x - a) Pr(X _< x)] (2.1) 
1 Ix - (a + b)/2] <-+ 
- 2 (b - a) ' 
for all x E [a, b]. All the inequalities in (2.1) are sharp and tile constant 1/2 is the best possible. 
PROOF. Consider the kernel p : [a, b] 2 -~ R given by 
t -a ,  i f tE  [a,x], 
p(x, t) := (2.2) 
t -b ,  i f tE  (x ,b] .  
Then the Riemann-Stieltjes integral f :p (x , t )dF ( t )  exists for any x E [a, hi, and the formula of 
integration by parts for the Riemann-Stieltjes integral gives Lb 
p(x, t) dF(t )  = (t - a) dF(t )  + (t - b) dF(t)  
x r b F 
I '  b 
= (b - ~)F (~)  - / F ( t )  dt. 
J o a
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On the other hand, the integration by parts formula for the Riemann-Stieltjes integral also gives 
E(X)  := f .  tdF ( t )  = t f ( t ) l~  - f ( t )  dt 
J a  
(2.4) 
= bF(b) - aF(a) - F(t) d t= b - F(t) dt. 
Now, using (2.3) and (2.4), we get the equality 
(b - a )F (z )  + ~(X)  - b = p(x,  t) dF( t ) ,  (2.5) 
for all x E [a, b]. 
Now, assume that An :a  = xn)  < xl < . . .  < xn_ 1 < = his asequenceofdiv is ions 
with u(A,~) -~ 0 as n --* oc, where 
r (n) _(n) "1 
- -  :C  i . , f " 
u(A~) :=max~.x i+ 1 : i=0 ,  . ,n -1  
If p : [a, b] --- R is continuous on [a, b] and u : [a, b] --4 R is monotonic nondecreasing, then the 
Riemann-Stieltjes integral f :p (x )du(x )  exists and 
j [~p(x) du(x) 
Using (2.6), we have 
~'t-- l 
,(A,,)~0 i=0 
re--1 
< lim ~- 'p@~)) l (u  / ('~)' 
,(A,, )40/=~ 
= Jp(x)J d . (x ) .  
i bp(a , t )dF( t )  : fx ( t -a )dF( t )  + ~b( t -b )dF( t )  
<_ . ( t -a )  dF(t) + ( t -b )  dF(t) 
f b < ft - a I dF(t) + It - b I dF(t) 
= ( t -a )  dF ( t )+ (b - t )  dF(t)  
= (t - a)F(t) l~ - F(t)  dt - (b - t)F(t) l  b + 
[2x - (a + b)]F(x) - F(t)  d t+ F(t)  d 
L ,a ,.~ j 
Z = [2x - (a + b)]F(x)  + sgn (t - x)F ( t )  dt. 
F(t) dt 
Using the identity (2.5) and the inequality (2.7), we deduce the first part of (2.1). 
We know that 
b x b 
sgn (t - x)F(t)  dt = - i F(t) dt + ~ F(t) dt. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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As F(.) is monotonic nondecreasing on [a, b], we can state that 
L x F(t) dt >_ (x -  a)F(a) : 0 
and b 
L F(t) dt <_ (b -  x)F(b) : b -  x 
and then 
b 
sgn (t - x)F(t)  dt < b - x, for all x • [a, b]. 
Consequently, we have the inequality 
b / ,  
- (a + b)]F(x) +/o  sgn (t - x)F(t)  dt < [2x - (a + b)]F(x) + (b - x) 
= (b -  x)(1 - F(x))  + (x - a)F(x)  
= (b -  x) Pr (X  >_ x) + (x -  a) Pr(X _< x), 
and the second part of (2.1) is proved. 
Finally, 
(b -  x )P r (X  > x) + (x -  a )P r (X  < x) < max{b-  x ,x  - a}[Pr(X > x) + Pr(X < x)] 
a+b , l (b _ a )  + z - - -  
and the last part of (2.1) is also proved. 
If we assume that the inequality (2.1) holds with a constant c > 0 instead of 1/2, then 
Pr(X <_ x) [ /; ] b-E(X) < 1 [2x (a+b)]Pr (X<x)+ sgn(t-x)F(t)dt 
b-a  -b  a - a 
1 
< b--Z-- ~[(b - x) Pr (X > x) + (x - a) Pr (X < x)] 
Ix - (a  + b)/2 I 
<c+ 
for all x • [a, b]. 
Choose the random variable X such that F : [0, 1] -~ R, 
0, if x = O, 
F(x) := 
1, i fx  E (0,1]. 
Then we have 
E(X)  : o, 
and by (2.8), for x = O, we get 
fo sgn (t)F(t) = 1, dt 
1 
1<c+~,  
which shows that c = 1/2 is the best possible value. 
REMARK 1. Taking into account he fact that 
Pr(X ~ x) = 1 - Pr(X ~ x), 
1324 N.S. BARNETT et al. 
then from (2.1), we get the equivalent inequality 
Pr(X _> x) 
E 
< 1__}__ [2x - (a + b)] P r (X  < x) + sgn (t - x)F(t) dt 
a - b - a  
1 
-< b -----~ [(b - x) Pr(X > x) + (x - a) Pr(X _< x)] 
1 [ x - (a + b)121 <-+ 
-2  b -a  ' 
for all x E [a, b]. 
REMARK 2. The following particular cases are also interesting: 
Pr( ) jfa b ( _ ~ )  1 X< a+b b-__E(X) < sgn t -  F(t) d t<-  
- 2 b -a  - -2  
and 
X> a+b E(X) -a  <_ sgn t -  F(t) d t<- .  
- 2 b -a  ~a 2 -2  
The following corollary can be useful in practice (see also [13]). 
COROLLARY 1. Under the above assumptions, we have 
1 [ -~-E(X) ]  <Pr (X< a+b)<- -  1 [~-~-E(X) ]  +1, 
b -a  - - 2 - b -a  
Paooe. From the inequality (2.10), we get 
-2+1 b-E(X)b_a__ <Pr(X<_ a+b)< 1 2 -2+ 
But 
2 b -a  
b - E (x )  
b-a  
b -E (X) -b+a+2b-2E(X)  1 [_~_E(X)  ] 
+ - -  - 2(b - a) = b----L-a 
b - E(X) 1 2b - 2E(X) - b + a 
- 1 +  - -  - 1 +  
b - a 2 2(b - a) 
=l+~_a -E (X  , 
1 b -  E (X)  + 
2 b -a  
and 
and the inequality is proved. 
REMARK 3. Let 1 > e > 0, and assume that 
a+b 
E(X)  > - -  + (1 - e ) (b  - a) ;  
- 2 
then 
Pr (X<_ a + -< ~" 
Indeed, if (2.13) holds, then by the right-hand side of (2.12) we get 
Pr (x<a+b)  < -  2 - b-a-- 1 [_~_~_E(X) ]  +1< b-a  
REMARK 4. Also, if 
a+b 
E(X) < T - e (b -  a), 
then, by the right-hand side of (2.12), 
Pr X< a b >_ -E (X)  .b_-----~_ (b -a )  
i.e., 
The following corollary is also interesting (see also [13]). 
+l=c.  
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2 .13)  
(2.14) 
(2 .15)  
(2.16) 
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COROLLARY 2. Under the assumpt ions  o f  Theorem 6, 
! F ( t )  dt > Pr(X > x) > - -  
b-x  2 - - -x -a  
f b [ 1 -- sgn (t -- x) 2 ] F(t) dt, (2.17) 
for all x E (a, b). 
PROOF. From the inequality (2.1), we have 
Pr (X  _< x) 
v 
b-S(X)< I [[2x 
b-a  - b -a  [ (a + b)] Pr(X _< x) + j~ sgn (t - x )F ( t )  dt , 
which is equivalent o 
~ b (b - a) Pr (X < x) - [2x - (a + b)] Pr (X <_ x) <_ b - E (X)  + sgn (t - x )F ( t )  dr; 
i.e., 
fa 
b 
2(b - x) Pr (X  <_ x) <_ b - E (X)  + sgn (t - x )F ( t )  dt. 
As 
b - E (X)  : F ( t )  dt, 
then from the above inequality, we deduce the first part of (2.17). 
The second part follows by a similar argument from 
Pr (X<x)  b-E(X)  > l _ j __  [2x - (a+b) ]Pr (X<x)+ sgn( t -x )F ( t )d t  . 
- b - a  - b a 
The details are omitted. 
REMARK 5. If we put x = (a + b) /2  in (2.17), then we get 
l+sgn  t -  F ( t )  dt > Pr X> 
b-a  - - 2 
- -  1 -sgn  t F ( t )d t .  
>- b -a  ~ 2 
2.2 .  App l i ca t ions  for a Beta  Random Var iab le  
A beta random variable X with parameters (p, q) has the probability density function 
(2.18) 
xp-l(1 _ z)q-1 
f (x ;p ,q ) :=  ; O<x< 1, 
B(p ,q )  
where ~-~ = {(p ,q ) :  p,q > O} and B(p,q) : :  f l  ~;p_l( 1 _ ~)q-1 d~;. 
We have, further, that 
s(x) - 1 fo ~ B(p,q) z. xp_~(1 _ z)q_ l& - B (p+ 1,q). S(> q) ' 
i.e., 
E(X) -  p 
p+q 
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Let X be a beta random variable with parameters (p, q). Then we have 
Pr(X < x) - q 1 x 1 - + 
and 
I 1 1 Pr (X>x) -  P [ x - 
for all x C [0, 1] and particularly 
and 
Pr (~)  q 1 x< 
Pr (X  > ~)  - p+-~ <1 
respectively. 
The proof follows by application of Theorem 6. 
3. AN OSTROWSKI -TYPE  INEQUAL ITY  FOR A 
RANDOM VARIABLE  WHOSE PROBABIL ITY  
DENSITY  FUNCTION BELONGS TO Lcc[a,b] 
3.1. Inequalities 
Let X be a random variable with the probability density function f : [a, b] C ~ --* R+ and 
with cumulative distribution function F(x )  = Pr(X < x). 
The following theorem holds [14]. 
THEOREM 7. Let f ~ Loo[a, b] and put  ]lflloo = suPte[a,b] f ( t )  < oo. Then we have the inequal ity 
- b -  a - i~_---a7 (b - a)l l frr~ (3.1) 
or equivalently, 
- a - (6  - a) 2 j (6  - a ) l l f l l oo ,  (3 .2 )  
for all x E [a, b]. The constant 1/4 in (3.1) and (3.2) is sharp. 
PROOF. Let x, y E [a, b]. Then 
f . f f  dt IF(x) - F(y)l = f ( t )  -< I x -  yllJfll~, 
which shows that F is Ilfjl~-Lipschitzian on [a, b]. 
Consider the kernel p : [a, b] 2 ~ I~ given by 
t -a ,  ift~[a,x], 
p(x ,  t )  :=  
t -b ,  iftE(x,b]. 
The Riemann-Stieltjes integral f :p (x ,  t )dF ( t )  exists for any x e [a, b] and the formula of inte- 
gration by parts for the Riemann-Stieltjes integral gives 
p(x, t) dF( t )  = (b - a )F (x)  - F ( t )  dt. (3.3) 
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The integration by parts formula also gives 
E(X)  = b - F(t) dt. 
Now, using (3.3) and (3.4), we get the equality 
// (b - a)F(x) + E(X)  - b = p(z, t) dE(t), 
for all x C [a, b]. 
Now, assume that 
An :=a=x )<Xn)<' ' '< . 'gn_ l<.~r t  
is a sequence of divisions with u(An) --~ 0 as n --+ oo, where 
f (,~) _,(n) ] 
- -  :E i . . .  ] " V(An)  :=  max tX i+ l  : i = O, , l l  --  i 
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(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Applying the inequality (3.6) for the mappings p(x, .) and F(.), we get 
for all x ~ [a, b]. 
Finally, by the identity (3.5), we deduce that for all x c [a, hi, 
[I F(x) b-a  -< + (~--a~ 7 ] (b - ~) t l . f l l oo ,  
Which proves (3.1). 
Now, taking into account the fact that 
Pr (X _> x) = 1 - Pr (X < x), 
the inequality (3.2) is also obtained. 
f b p(x, t) dF(t) 
b 
_~ Ilflloo L Ip(x,t)l dt 
= IL/II~ (t - a) dt + (b - t) dt 
=llfll~[ (z-a)2+(b-x)2]2 
= (b -  a) 2 + x 7 I I /11~, 
(3.6) 
L ~ p(z) d.(x) 
n-1  
, , (A, , )~0 ~=0 t ' "~+U -- y t, z~ )] 
/(~)~ ( . , ) )  
u(A , , )~0 i=0 w/+I  --  "Ti 
n--1 b 
_ tx ,z+l -  x{ ")) = L Ip(~)ldx. 
. (A , , )~O 
If p : [a, b] --~ R is Riemann integrable on [a, b] and u : [a, b] --+ R is L-Lipschitzian (Lipschitziau 
with the constant L), then we have 
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To prove that the constant 1/4 is best, assume that the inequality (3.1) holds with a con- 
stant c > 0, that is, 
Pr (X - [ (x - (_a_+_ b)/2) 2 ] <x)  b E(X)  < c+ (b - a) l l fN~, (3.7) 
- b - - -a  - (b - a )  2 j 
for all x C [a, hi. 
Assume that Xo is a random variable having the probability density function f0 : [0, 1] ~ N 
given by fo(t) = 1. Then we find that 
1 
Pr (Xo  >_ X) = X, xe[0 ,1 ] ,  E (X0)=~,  and I I /01l~=1. 
Consequently, (3.7) becomes 
_<c+ x -  , for a l lxE[0 ,1] .  
Choosing x = 0, we get c > 1/4 and the result is thus proved. 
The above theorem has some interesting corollaries for the expectation of X (see also [14]). 
COROLLARY 3. Under the above assumptions, we have the double inequality 
1 1 (b - a)211flloo. (3.8) b - ~ (b - a)2llfll~ _< E(X)  < a + -~ 
PROOF. We know that 
a <_ E (X)  < b. 
Now, choose x = a in (3.1) to obtain 
b - E (X)  < 1 (b - a)ll/ l l~, ~-a  -5  
that is, 
1 
b - E (X)  <_ -~ (b - a)~]lf]lo~, 
which is equivalent to the first inequality in (3.8). 
Also, choose x = b in (3.1) to get 
1 b -b~-aE(X) --2< 1 (b - a)l[fllo~, 
which reduces to 
1 
E(X)  - a < -~ (b - a)211fll~, 
proving the second inequality (3.8). 
REMARK 6. We know that 
1 = f (x )  dx  < (b - a)llflloo, 
1 
b-a"  
which gives 
Ilfll~ >- - -  
If we assume that Ilfll~ is not too large, say, 
then 
2 
b - a '  (3.9) 
1 
a + -~ (b - a)211fll~ <_ b 
and 
1 
b - -~ (b - a )~ j r f j l~  > a,  
which shows that the inequality (3.8) is a tighter inequality than a <_ E (X)  <_ b when (3.9) holds. 
Another equivalent inequality to (3.8) which can be more useful in practice is the one following 
(see also [14]). 
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COROLLARY 4. With the above assumptions, 
E (X) -~ -~ < (b-a)2 ( , , f , ,oo - - -  
PROOF. From the inequality (3.8), 
a+b 1 
b a + b 1 (b - a)2l[fHoo < E(X) a + b < a - - -  + (b - a)2[]f[]~. 
2 2 - - -7 - - . -  s 
giving 
Ilflloo b a - 2 2 I]fH~ b a ' 
which is exactly (3.10). 
(am) 
and the desired inequality is obtained. 
REMARK 7. A similar result applies for 
Pr (X  _> 
and the details are omitted. 
Finally, the following result holds (see also [14]). 
a+b)  
2 ' 
This corollary provides the mechanism for finding a sufficient condition, in terms of [/fl/o~, or 
the expectation E(X) to be close to the midpoint of the interval, (a + b)/2 (see also [14]). 
COROLLARY 5. Let X and f be as above and e > 0. If 
1 2c 
- - + - -  (3.11) I I f l l~ -<b_a  (b -a )  2' 
then 
E(X) -~ <_e. 
The proof is obvious, and hence, the details are omitted. 
The following corollary of Theorem 7 also holds (see also [14]). 
COROLLARY 6. Letting X and f be as above, then 
X < a+b < 1 (b-a)[lflloo+ @ 
- 2  - -~  ~-~ (3.12) 
3 1 < - (b - a)llfJloo . -4  2 
PROOF. If we choose x = (a + b)/2 in (3.1), we have 
Pr (x  <a;b)_ . b-E(X)b__a <- 41(b-a)'[f]'~' 
which is clearly equivalent to 
P r (  X<a+b)- 2 -2+~-al 1 (E (X) -~@~) -4<l(b-a)]]f[l~" 
Using the triangle inequality, we get 
(X  <_ 2 
a+b) _ 1 
Pr 
= Pr (X<_ a+b)2 -2+~-al 1 (E(X) a~b)__ b-al (E (X) -  ~)  
<- Pr( X<a+b)- 2 --2+~-al 1 (E(X)_a~b)__ + b@a (E(X) a+b)2 
1 E(X) a + b 3 (b - a)llfll~ 1 1 (b -  a)llfl}oo + 
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COROLLARY 7. Letting X and f be as above, then 
E(X)_a;____bb < 1 Pr (X< ;b )  _ ~ (b -  a)21[f[Ioo + (b -  a) a _ 1 . (3.13) 
PROOF. As in the above Corollary 6, we have 
1 E(X) - ~-~ 
b-a 
< Pr (x<a+b)  1 1 ( _a~__~)[ 
- 2 -~+~-a  E (X) -  + 
<-41(b-a)"f[Icc+ Pr( x<a+b)- 2 -2  
Pr (X< a~b) _2 
from which we get (3.13). 
REMARK 8. If we assume that f is continuous on [a, b], then F is differentiable on (a, b) and we 
get, in view of Ostrowski's inequality (1.1), 
F(x) b la  ~a[bF(t)dt < [ ~+ (b-a) 2 (b - a)llf l l~, 
for all z E [a, b]. 
Using the identity (3.4), we recapture the inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) for random variables 
whose probability density functions are continuous on In, hi. 
3.2.  App l i ca t ion  for a Beta  Random Variable 
A beta random variable X with parameters (p, q) has the probability density function 
f(x : p,q) := xP-I(1 - x )q -1  
B(p, q) 0<x<l ,  
where 
a = {(p,q):  p,q > o) 
and B(p, q) is the beta function defined by 
jr0 
1 
B(p,q) := tP-l(1 -t)q-ldt. 
We observe that for 0 < p < 1, 
U(.,p,q)N~= sup r xv-l(1-x)q-l] 
xe(o,~) L B(p, q) = co. 
Assuming that p, q _> 1, then we find that 
df (x,p,q) 
dx 
1 - B(p, q~) [(p - 1)xP-2(1 - x)e-1 - (q - 1)xP-l(1 - x)q-2] 
xp-2(1 - x)q-2 
= 8(p ,  q) [(p - 1 ) (1  - x )  - (q - 1)~] 
xp-2(1 - x)q-2 
= B(p ,  q) [ - (P  + q - 2 )x  + (p - 1)].  
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We observe that for p, q > 1, df(~,p,q) = 0 if and only if x0 = (p - 1)/(p + q - 2). We therefore dx 
have df(x,p,q) > 0 on (0, x0) and df(~,;,q) < 0 on (z0,1). Consequently, we see that 
dx dx 
(p -  1)P- l (q  - 1)q-1 
HI(', P, q)[Ioc = f(xo; p, q) = B(p, q)(p + q - 2)p+q-2' 
On the other hand, we have 
_ i [~ 
B(p,q~ Jo x .  xp_l( 1 _.Tc)q_l dx= B(p+ l,q)B(p,q) E (X)  
Upon employing the familiar relationships B(p,q) = ( r (p) r (q) ) / r ( ;  + q) and F(z + 1) = zr(z) ,  
z • C \ { -1 , -2 , -3 , . . .  }, where F denotes the well-known gamma function, it is easy to see that 
E(X) -  p 
p+q 
Finally, using Theorem 7, we can state the following. 
Let X be a beta random variable with the parameters (p, q), (p, q) • [1, ec) x [1, ec). Then we 
have the inequality 
Pr (X_<x) -  q _< + x -  x 
(p -  1)p-l(q - 1)q -1 
B(p,q)(p + q - 2)v+q-2 
and 
Pr (X>x) -  P <_ + x -  x 
(p -- 1)P-l(q -- 1)q -1 
B(p ,  q ) (p  + q - 2 )~,+q-~ ' 
where x • [0, 1]. In particular, 
Pr (  ~) ~ l (p -1 )p - l (q -1 )q -1  
X <_ - q <- -4"B(p ,q ) (p+q-2)  p+q-2 
and 
Pr (  ~)  ~ 1 (P -  I)V-l(q - 1)q-x 
22 - P <_~'B(p ,q ) (p+q_2)p+q_  2. 
4. AN OSTROWSKI -TYPE  INEQUAL ITY  FOR A 
RANDOM VARIABLE  WHOSE PROBABIL ITY  
DENSITY  FUNCTION BELONGS TO Lp[a,b], p > 1 
4.1.  Inequa l i t ies  
The following theorem holds [15]. 
THEOREM 8. Let X be a random variable with the probability density fimction f : [a, b] c R-+ R+ 
and with cumulative distribution function F(x) = Pr(X <_ x). If f • LpIa ,b], p > 1, then we 
have the inequality 
- -b-  a - ~ [If liP(b- ~-a  + ~-a  (4.1) 
< q l l f l lp(b-a) l /q,  
- q+l  
for M ix  C [a,b], where 1 /p+ 1 /q= 1. 
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PROOF. By H61der's integral inequality, we have 
Jxvf(t)dt ~Y dt 1/q ~y dt 1/p I F (z )  - F(y)[ = <_ If(t)l p <_ Ix - yl~/~llfll,, (4.2) 
for all x, y • [a, b], where p > 1, 1/p + 1/q = 1, and 
[]fl[p := (fablf(t)lP dt) 1/p 
is the usual p-norm on Lp[a,b]. Inequality (4.2) shows in fact that the mapping F(.) is of the 
r - H-HSlder type, i.e., 
IF(x) -F(y) l  <_HIx-ylL for an x ,y  • [a,b], (4.3) 
with 0 < H = IIf/l~ and r = 1/q e (0, 1). 
Integrating inequality (4.2) over y • [a, b], we get successively 
F(x) 1 fab b - a F(y) dy 1 ~ b 1 f b <- b ------d If(x) - F(Y) I  dy <_ ~-  a II/llp Tz - yl vq dy 
[/: ; l _ 1 II/11~, (z - y)i/q dy + (y - z) x/q dy b-a 
1 [ (x  - a) 1/q+1 (b - x)l/q+l 1 
= q . _ _1  Ilfl l, [(x - a) 1/~+1 + (b -  ~)~/~,+1] 
q+l  b-a 
1 q+l  ~ + v_-Tg ' 
(4.4) 
for all x E [a, b]. Since 
b 
E(X) = b- f~ F(t) dt, 
then, by (4.4), we get the first inequality in (4.1). 
For the second inequality, we observe that 
(b_T~)  l/q+1 (b-x"~ 1/q+l 
x-  a + \ b ----2-~] _< 1, for all x • [a, b], 
and the theorem is completely proved. 
REMARK 9. Inequality (4.1) is equivalent o 
Pr (X  >_ x) E(._X)-a < - ~-l'lfNP(b-a)l/q [(x-al(l+q)/q~-a + (b-x)(l+q)/q 1
< q U l l , (b -  a) 1/q, for an x • [a,b]. 
-q+l  
(4.5) 
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COROLLARY 8. (See [15].) Under the above assumptions, we have the double inequality 
q 
b - ~ Ilfllp(b - a) :+:/q - < E(X)  _< a + q+lq- Ilfllp(b - a) 1/q+1. (4.6) 
PROOF. 
i.e., 
We know that a < E(X)  <_ b. Now, in (4.1) choose z = a to get 
b-  E(X)  < q 
b----g _ ~ l l f l lp(b-  a) I/q, 
q 
b-  E (X)  ~ ~ Ilfllp(b- a) l+Uq, 
which is equivalent to the first inequality in (4.6). 
Alternatively, let x = b in (4.1) to give 
1 b - E (X)  q 
-b---a < ~ IlfHP(b - a)l/q' 
i.e.. 
E(X)  - a < q Itfllp(b -- a)  l /q-I- l ,  
- q+l  
which is equivalent to the second inequality in (4.6). 
REMARK 10. By H61der's integral inequality, 
[ 1 = f ( t )  dt < (b - a)i/qHfltp, 
which gives 
1 
Ilfllp >- (b - a) 1/q" 
Now, if we assume that I[fllp is not too large, i.e., 
q+l  1 
I lf l Jp < - -  (4 .7 )  
- q (b - -  a) 1/q' 
then we get 
q a + ~ Ullp(b - a) 1/q+1 <- b 
and 
b-  q Ilfl[p(b-a)l+l/q > a, 
q+l  
which shows that inequality (4.6) is a tighter inequality than a <_ E (X)  < b when (4.7) holds. 
Another equivalent inequality to (4.6) which can be more useful in practice is the following 
(see also [15]). 
COROLLARY 9. With the above assumptions, we have 
E(X) -~ fi- <_ (b -a ) [q~, l f , ,p (b -a ) l /q -1 ] .  (4.8) 
PROOF.  F rom (4.6), we  have  
b a+b q Ilf l[p(b-a) l+ l /q<E(x)  a+b 
2 q+l  - 2 
a+b q 
<_ a -f-- + ~ Ilfllp(b - a) l+Uq, 
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i.e.~ 
b-a  q [[fl ip(b-a) I+ I /q<E(X) -  a+_._..~b < b -a  
2 q+l  - 2 - 2 
q 
+ ~ IIfl lp(b- a)l+l/q, 
which is equivalent to 
- ~ <_ ~-~ Ilfllp(b - a) l+l/q b -2 a _ (b - a) ~ Ilflb(b - a) 1/~* - , 
and inequality (4.8) is proved. 
This corollary provides the possibility of finding a sufficient condition, in terms of I I f]lp (p > 1), 
tbr the expectation E(X)  to be close to the interval midpoint, (a + b)/2 (see also [15]). 
COROLLARY 10. Let X and f be as above and e > 0. If 
q+l  1 ~(q+l )  
[[fllp <- - -  + 2q (b -- a )  1/q q(b -- a )  l+ l /q '  
then 
E(x)  - 2 - -2ha  - <_ ~. 
The details are omitted. 
The following corollary of Theorem 8 also holds (see also [15]). 
COROLLARY 11. Let X and f be as above; then 
Pr (x  < a+b)  ~ < q a)l/q 1 E (X)  a+b 
- 2 - - 21/q(q + 1)tlf[[P(b - + ~ - T " 
PROOF. If, in (4.1), x = (a + b)/2, we get 
-b -a  < Ilfl]P(b- a)l/q' 
- - 21/q(q + 1) 
which is clearly equivalent to 
Pr (x<a+b)  1 1 (E (X) - -~)  < q 
- 2 -~  +~-a  - 2~/~(q+l) [Ifltl)(b - a)l/q. 
Using the triangle inequality, this becomes 
: P r (X< a+b)  1 
- 2 -5  
< Pr (X< a+b)  1 
- - 2 
q < 
- 21/q(q+1) 
1 1 
i + ~-a  E (X)  - a +__bb + b_2_~ (E(x) _ _~)  1
1 E(x )  L~_  I l f l l p (b  - a )  1/q -t- ~-a  - ' 
and the corollary is proved. 
Finally, the following result also holds (see also [15]). 
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COROLLARY 12. With the above assumptions, we have 
E(X)_~_  <_ q a)l+l/q (b -a )  P r (x<a+b)  ~ 2Uq(q + 1) [If l ip(b- + - 2 - " 
The proof is similar and we omit the details. 
For some related results, see [16]. 
4.2.  App l i ca t ions  for a Beta  Random Var iab le  
A beta random variable X with parameters (s, t) E ~t has the probability density function 
XS-I(1 --if2) t-1 
f (x ;s , t )  := , 0 < x < 1, 
B(s,t )  
where 
and 
Observe that for p > 1, 
:= {(~,t): ~,t > 0} 
/0' B(s,t )  := <-~(~ - T)~-~ d~ 
I (fOI.I-P(S--1)(I_T)P(t-1)dT)I/P 1[/(" ; s,t) l l ,  -- B(s , t )  
1B(S,t) (L ITp(s-1)+I-I(1- T)p(t-1)+I-l dT) 
1 
- B(s,t )  [B(p(s - 1) + 1,p(t - 1) + 1)] 1/p , 
l/p 
provided 
i.e.~ 
p(s -1 )+ l ,  p ( t -1 )+ l  >0,  
1 1 
s> 1 - -  and t> 1 - -  
P P 
Now, using Theorem 8, we can state the following• 
Let p > 1 and X be a beta random variable with the parameters (s, t), s > 1 - 1/p, t > 1 - 1/p; 
then we have 
t 
Pr(X  _< 
Ix O+q)/q + (1 - x) O+q)/q] [B(p(s - 1) + 1,p(t - 1) + 1)] 1/p 
q + 1 B(s, t) 
(4.9) 
for all x E [0, 1]. 
In particular, we have 
Pr (  2 )  - 7~ q[B(p(s -1 )+ l ,p ( t -1 )+ l ) ]Uv  
X< t < 2~/q(q+l)  B(s , t )  
The proof follows by Theorem 8 choosing f (x)  = f(x; s,t), x E [0, 1], and taking E(X)  = 
~/(s + t). 
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5. SOME INEQUALITIES FOR RANDOM VARIABLES 
WHOSE PROBABIL ITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS ARE 
BOUNDED USING A PRE-GROSS INEQUALITY 
5.1. Introduct ion 
In the recent papers [17,18], Matid et al. proved the following inequality, which has been called 
the pre-Griiss inequality in [19]: 
l~ab  l~ab ~a b dt 
- - -  f ( t )  d t .  1 ~-a  f(t )g(t)dt  b a ~-a  g(t) 
1 [ 1 lab (1  j[ab )2] 1/2 
_< ~(¢-3 ' )  ~ g2(t) d t -  ~-a  9(t) dt , 
(5.1) 
provided that 7 <- f(t)  < ¢ a.e. on [a, b] and the integrals exist and are finite. 
In [18], the authors used (5.1) to obtain some bounds for the remainder in certain Taylor-like 
formulae whilst in [19], the authors applied (5.1) to estimation of the remainder in three point 
quadrature formulae. 
Basically, (5.1) is a pre-Griiss inequality since, if we assume that a <_ g(t) <_ fl a.e. in [a, b], 
then (see, for example, [20]) 
1; ( /: g~(t) dt - 1 1 b - a ~-a  g(t) dt <_ ~ (/3 - c~) 2, (5.2) 
which, together with (5.1), gives the original Griiss inequality, 
~_af~ b 
1 f(t)g(t) dt - - -  1~ b l jfab dt 1 f(t)  dt. g(t) < (¢ -  3')(fl- a). ~-a  ~-~ -~ (5.3) 
In [18], Matid et al. observed that if a factor is known, for example g(t), t E [a, b], then instead 
of using (5.3) in estimating the difference 
1 ~ b 1 Lb 1 Lb 
b - a f(t)g(t) dt - b~-a f(t)  dt. ~-a  g(t) dt, 
it is better to use (5.1) [17]. 
In this section, by adopting this same approach, we obtain some inequalities for the expecta- 
tion E(X)  and cumulative distribution function F(.) of a random variable having the probability 
distribution function f : [a, b] -~ R. It is assumed that we know the lower and the upper bound 
for f, i.e., the real numbers 3', ¢ such that 0 < 3' < f(t)  _ ¢ <_ 1 a.e. t on [a, b]. Some related 
results are also established. 
5.2. Some Inequalit ies for Expectat ion and Dispersion 
\Ve start with the following result for expectation [21]. 
THEOREM 9. Let X be a random variable having the probability density function f : [a, b] --* ]K. 
Assume that there exist the constants %¢ such that 0 < ? <_ f(t)  _< ¢ < 1 a.e. t on [a,b]; then 
E(X)  a + b 1 - - -~  <_ ~ (¢ - 3 ' ) (b  - a )  2,  (5 .4 )  
where E (X)  is the expectation of the random variable X.  
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PROOF.  
and as  
and 
If we put g(t) = t in (5.1), we obtain 
- ~ f ( t )  d t .  1 ~-a  tf(t) dt b - a ~-a  
fa b tf(t)  = E(X),  dt 
/a - td t -  a+b f(t) d t= l ,  b a 2 ' 
(5.5) 
then by (5.5) we deduce (5.4). 
To point out a result for the p-moments of the random variable X, p C IR \ {-1,0},  we need 
the following p-Logarithmic mean: 
[ b,~+l _ ap÷l ]l/p 
Mp(a,b) := [(~Ti~TgT_Tz)j , 
whereO<a<b.  
THEOREM 10. (See [21].) Let X and f be as in Theorem 9 and Ep(X) be the p-moment of X, 
i.e., 
b / ,  
Ep(X) : :  J,~. tP f(t) dt, 
which is assumed to be finite; then 
1 2p ~/I~P(a'b) ] 1/2 [Ev(X) - M~(a,b)[ <_ ~ (¢ -7 )  [M~p(a,b)- (5.6) 
The proof is obvious by (5.1) in which we choose g(t) = tP, p E IR \ {-1,  0}. 
If we consider the logarithmic mean 
b-a  
M_l(a,b) := L(a,b) - l nb -  lna '  0 < a < b, 
and define the ( -1)-moment of the random variable X by 
~a b f(t) dr, E_I(X) := t 
then we can also state the following theorem [21]. 
THEOREM 11. Let X and f be as in Theorem 9; then 
1 IE_I(X) - M-l (a ,  b)l < -~ (¢ - "~) [MC~(a, b) - M-~(a, b)] 1/2, (5.7) 
provided the (-1)-moment of X is finite. 
The proof is obvious by (5.1) and so we omit the details. 
The following theorem also holds [21]. 
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PROOF. 
THEOREM 12. Let X and f be as above. If 
a.(X)  := - . )2 f ( t )d t  , p ~ [a,b], 
then we have the inequality 
1 a+b 2 1 
_< ~ (¢ - 7)(b - a) 2 . 2 + ~-~ (b - a) 2 
1 _< ~ (¢ - ~) (b  - a )  3. 
If we put 9(t) = (t - .)2 in (5.1), we get 
1/a  
f(t)  ( t -#)2  dr -  b~-a f(t) dt. ~-a  ( t -  iz) 2 
-< ~(¢-7)  ~ ( t -#)4dt -  ~-a  ( t -p )2dt  , 
and as 
1 
45 
(after considerable algebraic manipulation). However, 
(b - p)2 - ( .  - a)2 = (b - a)(b + a - 2.) = 2(b - a) (b+a 
1 (# a+b)  2 
(b -#) ( . -a )  = (b -a )  ~-  - -  
(b - .)~ + ( .  - ~)~ = - -  
(5.s) 
(5.9) 
a+bl2  1 ] 
2 + ~ (b - a) 2 . 
-- -#)  , 
The best inequality we can obtain from (5.8) is that for which,  = (a + b)/2 and therefore, we 
can state the following corollary (see also [21]). 
giving 
A-  (b -a )2  [15(# a~b)2  1 1 [3 ( 45 - -  +~(b-a)  2 = (b -a )  2 , - -  
Using the inequality (5.9), we deduce the desired inequality (5.8). 
j fb  f(t) d t= 1, 
1 fb  (b -  . )3 + ( . _  a)3 
(t - #)2 dt = 
b - a Ja 3(b-a )  
(b - . )2  _ (b - . ) ( . -  a) + ( . -  a) 2 
3 
= " - -  + 1~--ff--' 
b - a ( t  - . )4  d t  - ~ ( t  - . )2  d t  
[4 [ (b - . )2  _ (#_  a)2] 2 + 2(b- . )2 ( . -  a)2 + ( . _  a) (b - . )  [ (b - . )2  + (#_  a)2]] := A 
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COROLLARY 13. 
inequality 
C~oZ(X ) (b -  a) 2 < 1 
12 - ~ (¢ - "/) (b - a) a. 
With the above assumptions and denoting Cro(X) := a(~+~)/2(X), we have the 
(5.1o) 
The following theorem also holds [21]. 
THEOREM 13. Let X and f be as above. If 
A. (X)  := It - # I f ( t )  dr, it c [a, b], 
then we have the inequality 
A•(X) b - a -4 + # 2 
1 [ ~48 +( i t  ) [~(b -a ) '2+( i t -a2  ~5)  ]]  _< [ (¢ -7 ) (b -a )  (b )'2 _b_a(a+b)/2 2 2 
for all it ~ [a, b]. 
PROOF. If we put g(t) = It -- p] in (5.1), we have 
1/i  b 
It - itlf(t) dt - b - a f(t) dt. ~-a  It - itl 
l i a r  b ( 1 ~ab )2] 1/2 
<_ ~(¢- 'y )  ~ I t - i t l  2dt -  ~-a  I t - i t ld t  , 
a 
b 
f(t) d t= l ,  
a 
- -  I t -p ld t -  b -a  ( i t - t )  dt - 
- b-al [(b-p)2+(p-a)212 
_ 1 (b -  a) 2 + # __  , 
b-a  4 
and as 
1 
b-a  
1 fb (b- ~)3 + (~_ a)3 (t - p)2 dt= 
b-a  Ja 3 (b -a )  
_ (b  - a )____~ ~ + . _ 
12 
;, (xib)' 
1 - #l 2 dr -  ~-a  It - itl dt 
b -a  . a 
__  ( ( (b -a )  2 + it - -  - + ~-  a # 
12 2 
_ (b -a )~+ 1 (#__~)2  1 
48 [ (b -a )2  (P -~-~)  4 
- 4------7 + ~---_2 a j (b -  a) 2 - i t -  -~-  . 
Finally, using (5.12), we deduce the desired inequality. 
(>1 i )  
(5.12) 
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COROLLARY 14. 
giving 
(See[21].) The best inequality we cangetfrom(5.11)  i s fo r#=#o := (a+b)/2, 
A"° ~ bval (Z) - < 7- - -~(¢ -7) (b -a )  2. (5.13) 
PROOF. Consider the mapping g(#) := 
(it - (a + b)/2) 4. 
We have 
(b - a)2/48+ (1/2)(# - (a+ b)/2) 2 - (1/(b - a) 2) x 
[ , 1 (b--a) 2 2 ) : (# 2~b) 1 (b -a )2  (# + 
Note that ~dg(lt) = 0 if # =a or # = (a + b)/2 or # = b, and as 
dg(p----~)<O'd# for pE  (a , -~)  , and dg(#----~) > O,d# for pE  ( -~ ,  #) ,  
we deduce that p = (a + b)/2 is the point realizing the global minimum on (a, b) and as g(po) = 
(b - a)2/48, inequality (5.13) is indeed the best inequality we can get from (5.11). 
Another inequality that can be useful for obtaining different inequalities for dispersion is the 
following weighted Griiss type result (see, for example, [2,7]). 
LEMMA 1. Let g,p : [a,b] --* R be measurable functions such that a <_ g <_ [3 a.e., p >_ 0 a.e. 
on [a,b] and £°p(x)dx > O. 
Then 
~v(x)g ~(x) dx v(xb(x) & 1 0~ b - /  -~- -  j <~4( ~ - °g)2, (5.14) 
~ p(x) dx p(x) dx 
\ Ja / 
provided that all the integrals in (5.14) exist and are finite. 
Using the above lelnma, we prove the following result for dispersion [21]. 
THEOREM 14. Let X 5e a random variable whose probability density function f is defined on 
the finite interval [a, b] and a(X)  < oo. Then we have the inequality 
1 (b - a) 2, 
o <_ ~(x)  - (E(X) - #)~ <_ (5.15) 
for all p E [a, b], or, equivalently, 
1 
O<_a(X) < ~(b-a ) .  (5 .16)  
PROOF. Choosing in (5.14), g(x) = x - #, p(x) = f(x), then, obviously, supxe[a,bj g(x) = o - I ~, 
b infx~[a,b ] g(x) = a -- #, fa f (x )  dx = 1, and by (5.14), 
f~ 1 (b - a) 2, 0 < (x - #)2f(x)  dx - (x - #) f (x )  dx < -~ 
and inequality (5.15) is proved. 
The following inequality connecting a~(X) and A.~(X) also holds (see also [21]). 
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THEOREM 15. 
"I, Ve have the inequality 
1 P a+b 0 < a2.(X) - A2.(X) <_ ~ - -  , 
for all p. E [a, b]. 
PROOF. In Lemma 1, choose p(x) = f (x ) ,  g(x) = I x - Pl, It E [a, b]; then 
Let X be as in Theorem 14 and assume that a~,(X), A~(X)  < oc tbr all IL C [a, b]. 
(5.17) 
= sup 
:rE[a,b] 
b-  a + It t -  a - b+ lz I 
9(x) = max{It - a, b - if} = 2 ' 
b -  a -  l i t -  a -  b+ lzI 
inf g(x) = min{p-  a ,b -  p} = 
xE [a,b] 2 
which gives us 
Applying (5.14), we deduce (5.17). 
lZ - a + b 9-~=2 -7 -  
5.3 .  Some Inequa l i t ies  fo r  the  Cumulat ive  D is t r ibut ion  Funct ion  
The following theorem contains an inequality which connects the expectation E(X) ,  the cu- 
mulative distribution function F(X) := f~ f ( t )  dr, and the bounds 7 and ¢ of the prol)ability 
density function f :  [a, b] ~ R (see also [21]). 
THEOREM 16. Let X ,  f ,  E (X) ,  F(-), and 7, ¢ be as above; then 
E(X)  b - a 1 +(b-a )F (x ) -x  ~-  <<_ ~-~(¢-7) (b -a )  2, (5.18) 
for all x E [a, b]. 
PROOF. The following equality was established by Barnett and Dragomir in [13]: 
~, ~b (b-a)F(x)+E(X)-b=f~ p(x, t )  dF(t)  = ~ p(x , t ) . f ( t )dt ,  (5.i9) 
where 
f t I a~ 
p(z, t):= { 
I. t -b ,  
i f a<t<x<b,  
i fa<_x<t<b.  
Applying the inequality (5.1) for 9(t) = p(x, t), we get 
b l~a fa b 1 £ b 1 £bf ( t )  dt p(x, t ) f ( t )  d t -  b ------a p(x, t) dr. 
[z (z 1 1 b 1 b --< ~(¢- -7 )  b---7--£ P2(z ' t )  d t -  ~-a  p (x , t )d t  (5.20) 
Observe that 
1 fab a+b b - a p(x, t) d t= x - ~- - - ,  
~ b f ( t )  = 1, dt 
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and 
1/: (1 ; )  p2(x, t) dt - p(x, t) dt D :=b-a  ~-a  
1 - [  x) 3+(x -a )3]_ (x  
- b - t. (b a 3 
(b -x )  2 - (b -x ) (x -  a) + (x -  a) 2 
3 
As a simple calculation shows that 
(b - x) 2 - (b - x)(z  - a) + (x - a) 2 = 3 (x  
k 
we get 
Using (5.20), we deduce (5.18). 
1 D=]~(b-a)  2. 
a+b)  2_  
- -  + -~ (b - a)  2, 
REMARK 11. If in (5.18) we choose either x = a or x = b, we get 
E(X)  a + b 1 - ~  -<~(¢-7) (b -a )  ~, 
which is the inequality (5.4). 
REMARK 12. If in (5.18) we choose x = (a + b)/2, then we get the inequality 
E(X)+(b-a )Pr (X< a+b)  b < 1 
- 2 - -~-~ (¢ -7 ) (b -a )  ~. 
The following theorem also holds (see also [21]). 
THEOREM 17. Letting X,  f ,  7, ¢, and F(.) be as above, then we have 
E(X) ~ b + x 1 + F(x)- -5 -  <_ ~-~ 
1 
for all x • [a, b]. 
(¢ - 7) (5  - a) 2, 
PROOF. We use the following identity proved by Barnett and Dragomir in [13]: 
(b -  a)F(x) + E(X)  - b = ( t -  a) dF(t) + ( t -  b) dF(t) 
= (t - a)f(t)  dt + (t - b)f(t) dr, 
for all x • [a, b]. 
Applying the pre-Griiss inequality (5.1), we get, for x • [a, b], 
( t -a ) f ( t )d t  -1 ( t -a )  dt. - f ( t)  
X a X a 
_<~(¢-7)  ~ ( t -a )  2dt -  ~ ( t -a )  dt 
1 
- 4v /~ (¢  - ~) (x  - a) 
(5,21) 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
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and, similarly, 
- - -  ( t -  b) dr. f(t) dt ~- (t - b) f ( t )  dt b - x ~-  z 
1 
_< j -~  (¢ - -~)(b - ~) ,  ~: e (~,  b).  
From (5.24) and (5.25), we can write 
f x F(x) (t - a ) f ( t )  dt x - a < 1 2 _ ~-~ (4 - ~)(~ - ~*)~ 
and 
f.~. b b -  x (1 - F(z ) )  < 1 ( t -  b ) f ( t )d t  + T - ~ (4 -  7) (b -  x) 2, 
for all x c [a, b]. 
Summing (5.26) and (5.27) and using the triangle inequality, we deduce that 
fa "~ fx b b - a b - x (t - a ) f ( t )  dt + (t - b)f(t)  dt - ~ F (x )  + 
1 _< ~ (¢ - -~) [(x - a) 2 + (b - :~)2]  
1 [1 ( a+ b) 21 
- 2v /~(4-7)  (b -a )  2+ x - T  " 
Using the identity (5.23), the desired inequality (5.22) is obtained. 
REMARK 13. If we choose in (5.22) either x = a or x = b, we get the inequality 
E(x)- ~ <_ 1 (4 - -~)(t, - ~)2 
and thus recapture (5.4). 
REMARK 14. If in (5.22) we choose x = (a + b)/2, then we get 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
(s.2s) 
(5.29) 
E(X)+(~_)Pr (x<a+b)  a+3b < 1 
- 2 Y - ~ (0 - "y)(b - ,Q2, (5.30) 
which is the best inequality of this type that can be obtained. 
6. SOME INEQUAL IT IES  FOR RANDOM VARIABLES WHOSE 
PROBABIL ITY  DENSITY  FUNCTIONS ARE ABSOLUTELY  
CONTINUOUS US ING A PRE-CHEBYCHEV INEQUAL ITY  
6.1. I n t roduct ion  
The following inequality is well known in the literature as Chebychev's inequality (see, for 
example, [20, p. 297]). 
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THEOREM 
derivatives f', g' : [a, b] -* R belong to the Lebesgue space L~ [a, b]. Then 
f f(x) dx. 1 f(x)g(x)dx b -a  ~-a  g(x) (6.1) 
<-1-21 (b - a) 2 IIf'lloo llg'lloo 
The constant 1/12 is the best possible. 
In [18], Mati5 et al. proved the following refinement of (6.1) which we call the "pre-Chebychev" 
inequality: 
f(x)g(x) dx - f(x) dx . . in  g(x) 
<  2(x) dx  - 1 - ~-a  g(x )  dx  , 
provided that f is as in Theorem 18 and all the integrals in (6.2) exist and are finite. 
Marl5 et al. observed that: if a factor is known, say g(t), t E In, b], then instead of using (6.1) 
to estimate the difference 
f(t) dt. 1 b - a f(t)g(t) dt b - a ~-a  g(t) dr, 
it is better to use (6.2). They demonstrated this by improving some results of the second author 
in [18] related to Taylor's formula with integral remainder. 
Using the same approach here, we obtain some inequalities for the expectation, E(X), and cu- 
mulative distribution function F(x) of a random variable having the probability density function 
f : [a, b] --* ~ which is assumed to be absolutely continuous and whose derivative f '  c Lo~ [a, b]. 
18. Let f ,g : [a,b] ---* R be two absolutely continuous mappings on [a,b] whose 
6.2. Some Inequa l i t ies  
We start with the following result for expectation [22]. 
THEOREM 19. Let X be a random variable having the probability density function f : [a, b] --+ lt~. 
Assume that f is absolutely continuous on [a, b] and f '  E Loo [a, b]; then, 
E(X) - _~____a b <_~l (b - a) 2 It/'lloo, (6.3) 
where E(X) is the expectation of the random variable X. 
PROOF. If we put g(t) = t in (6.2), 
- - -  f ( t )  d t .  1 tf(t) dt b - a ~-a  
2 1/2 (6.4) 
1 [ 1 ~bt2dt_ (  1 Jib ) ] <_ ~ (b - a) I I f ' l l~ ~ b ---L-d tdt 
However, 
and so (6.3) is true. 
REMARK 15. We could obtain the same inequality by applying Chebychev's inequality (6.1). 
Note, however, that for further results, the pre-Chebychev inequality provides a better estimate 
than would be obtained using the classical result (6.1). 
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THEOREM 20. 
then 
for all p E [a, b]. 
PROOF. 
However, 
and 
(See [22].) Let X and f be as above. If 
G,(X) := (t - l,)2f(t) dt 1~ ~ [a, b], 
cr2u(X) _ (, u a 2__bb) 2 1 - i~  (b - ~)~ 
1 [1 (  a ) +1- ~ ] H Hoc, <:_ ~(b-a )  2 /z- ~_~b 2 1 (b -a )  2 f '  
1 
-<: ~oo  (b - a) 3 llf'llo~, 
If g(t) = (t - >)2 in (6.2), then 
1 lab 1 lab 1 ~ b (it ~-a  (t - tz)2f(t)  dt b - a f(t) at. ~-a  (t - j,)" 
1/2 
-< 7 -~ l l f ' l [~  b--Z--a ~ ~, (t - 1,) 2 at 
( )2 1 [b  a+b 1 
(t - p)2 dt = p + (b -a )  2 
b -a  Ja 2 1-2 
b-a  ( t - l t )  4dt -  ~-a  ( t - l , )  2dr 
1 (b -p )a+(p-a)  5 [ (b -p )a+(#-a)31 ' -  
= -5 " b - a - -:-~b : ~ 
= L [4 [(b - ~)~ - (t,, - ,~)~]" + 2(b - I * ) '% - ~)2 45 
+ (#-  a ) (b -  It) [(b- i,) 9 + (I*- a)2]] := A, 
which simplifies further to give 
A- (b-a)2 [15( #45 a2b)2-- +41(b-a)2] =(b-a)2 [~ ( p- -  
Using (6.6), we deduce the desired inequality (6.5). 
- -  + l~6(b-a )  2 . 
((~.5) 
(6.6) 
The best inequality we can obtain fi'om (6.5) is that for which p = (a+b)/2, giving the fl)ltowing 
corollary (see also [22]). 
COROLLARY 15. With the above assumptions and denoting ao(X) := a(o+b)/2(X), 
G~(X) (b -12 a)2 <- ~1 (b  - a) a ILf'lloo- (6.7) 
The following theorem provides an inequality that connects the expectation E(X) and tile 
cumulative distribution function F(x) := f£~ f ( t )d t  of a random variable X having the p.d.f. 
f :  [a, b] ~ R (see also [22]). 
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THEOREM 21. Let X be a random variable whose p.d.£, f : [a,b] ~ R, is absolutely continuous 
on [a, b] and f '  E Lo~ [a, b]; then 
E(X)  + (b - a)F(x) - x - --  (6.8) 
for a11 x E [a, b]. 
PROOF. 
where 
b~ -<~1 (b -a )  31]f'lloo, 
We use the following equality established by Barnett and Dragomir in [13]: 
(b - a)F(z)  + E(X)  - b = p(x, t) dF(t) = p(z, t)Z(t) dr, 
f t -a ,  i fa<t<x<b,  
p(x, t) : z  
I t -b ,  i fa<_x<t<_b.  
Now, if we apply inequality (6.2) for 9(t) = p(x, t), we obtain 
b~la fa b 19 lab  1 ~ab p(x, t ) f ( t )  dt - b - a p(x, t) dt. ~-a  f ( t )  dt 
1 
<__ -~-~ (b - a) llf'll~ ~-  a ~-  a 
Observe that 
1 jfa b a+b 
b -  a p(x,t) dt = x -  
and 
- Ja p~(x, t) dt  - p(x, t) dt  D . -  b a 
- l [ (b -z )3+(x -a )3]  x a+b)  21= - 
b - a 3 2 i2 (b a) 2. 
Using (6.10), we deduce (6.8). 
REMARK 16. If in (6.8) either x = a or x = b, 
E(X)  - ~ <--f21 (b - a) 3 II/'lloo, 
which is inequality (6.3). 
REMARK 17. If in (6.8) x = (a + b)/2, then 
E(X)+(b-a )Pr (x  <a+b) -b  < 1 - 2 _ ~(b -a )  31lf' l l~. 
THEOREM 22. (See [22].) Let X,  F, and f be as above. Then 
E(X)  b -aF(x ) -~- -~ < 1 [ (  + ~ _ ~ (b -  a)I lf '[ l~ x - - 
1 
-< 1--2 (b - a) 3 ]lf'l]oo, 
(6.9) 
1/2 (6.10) 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
for a11 x ~ [a, b]. 
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PROOF. Using the same identity of Barnett and Dragomir [i3] as in Theorem 21 and applying 
the pre-Chebyehev inequality (6.2), for x E [a, b] we get 
1 fax 1 fax 1 ~ox - -  ( t -a ) f ( t )d t - - -  ( t -a )  d t .  - f ( t )  dt 
x -a  x -a  x a 
x 
1 1 (t - a) 2 dt - 1 ( t .  a) dt (6.13) <_ ~-~ (x - a)Itf'll~ ~ 
1 (x - a) 2 IIf'll~o 12 
and, similarly, 
1 (t - b ) f ( t )  dt - - -  
for all x E [a, b). 
From (6.13) and (6.14), we can write 
ffa ~(t at - - -  a)f(~) 
b  x (t - b) dr .  ~-xl f ( t )  <_ -~1 (b - x)  2 llf'll~, 
z -aF(x )  < 1 f, 2 _ ~ (x - a) a 11 lio~ 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
and 
j ib (1 -- F(x ) )  (b - IIf'tl~, b X 1 ( t -b ) f ( t )d t  + 5 <- 1-2 X) 3 
for all x E [a, b]. 
Summing (6.15) and (6.16) and using the triangle inequality, we deduce 
~x f b v-a  F(x) + ~-  
( t  - a ) f ( t )  dt + (t - b ) f ( t )  dt - 
1 f ,  <- 1Z I1 I1~ [(x - a) 3 + (b - x) 3] 
(6.16) 
[( 1 =l(b -a )  l]f']I~ 3 x - +~(b-a)  2 12 
1 (b - a ) I I f ' l l oo  x + (b - a) 2 =~ ~ ~ . 
Using the identity (6.9), the desired result (6.12) is obtained. 
REMARK 18. If in (6.12) either x = a or x = b, the inequality (6.3) is recaptured. 
REMARK 19. If in (6.12), x = (a + b)/2,  then the best inequality of this type that can be obtained 
is 
E(X)  b -a  ( a+b)  a+3b < 1 +~Pr  X<_ 2 - _ ~-~(b-a)  3l l f ' l l~.  
7. SOME ELEMENTARY INEQUAL IT IES  L INK ING THE 
EXPECTAT ION AND VARIANCE OF  A RANDOM VARIABLE 
WHOSE PDF IS  DEF INED ON A F IN ITE  INTERVAL 
7.1. In t roduct ion  
Let X be a continuous random variable having the probability density function f defined on a 
finite interval [a, b]. 
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By definition, 
is the expectation of X, and 
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L 
b 
E(X)  := tf(t) dt 
b 
~a b( t -  E(X))2f ( t )dt  L [E(X)]2 cr2(X) = t2f(t) dt - 
is the variance of X. 
Using some tools fi'om the theory of inequalities, namely H61der's inequality, pre-Grfiss in- 
equality, pre-Chebychev inequality, and Taylor's formula with integral remainder, we point out 
some elementary inequalities linking the expectation and variance. 
7.2. The  Resu l ts  
The following inequalities for the dispersion a(X)  hold [23]. 
THEOREM 23. Let X be a continuous random variable defined on [a, b] having p.d.f., f;  then 
(i) we have the inequality 
1 (b - a) (7.1) 0 < a(X) <_ [b - E(X)]I /2[E(X) - a] 1/2 <_ 
and 
0 < [b - E (X) ] [E (X)  - a] - a2(X)  
[ (b~a)3-1lf]l°°' 21 (7.2) 
< [B(q+l ,q+l ) ]Uq(b -a )  +x/~llfl[ v, 
i f fCLp[a,b] ,  p>l ,  -+-=1,  
P q 
where B(., .) is Euler's beta function. 
(ii) I f  m ~ f < t].1 a.e., on [a,b], then 
m(b - a) 3 < [b - E(X)][E(X) - a] - a2(X) < M(b - a) 3 (7.3) 
6 - - 6 
and 
PROOF.  
[b - E(X)][E(X) - a] - a2(X) (b -6a) 2 <_ v~(b - a)3(A/160 - m) 
Note that 
f f  (b - t)(t - ~)f(t) dt 
L = [(b - E(X))  + (E(X)  - t)][(E(X) - a) + (t - E(X))] I(t)  dt 
eb Lb 
= (b - E (X) ) (E (X)  - a) [L f(t) dt + (E(X)  - a) (E(X)  - t)f(t) dt 
/a /a + (b - E(X))  (t - E(X) ) f ( t )  dt - (t - E(X))2f(t )  dt 
= [b - E (X) ] [E (X)  - a] - ~2(X)  
(7 .4)  
(7 .5)  
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since b 
a f ( t  dt : 1 
(i) Using the fact that 
it follows that 
b 
and f~ ( t -  E (X) ) f ( t )d t  = O. 
b 
ffa ( t -  a ) (b -  t ) f ( t )  dt >_ O, 
~2(x) < Iv - E(x) l [E(x)  - ~] 
and so the first inequality in (7.1) is established. 
The second inequality in (7.1) follows from the elementary result that 
1 a¢~_< ~(a+~)  2, ~ ,~R,  
where a = b - E (X) ,  /3 = E(X)  - a. 
The first inequality in (7.2) follows, since 
jab o~ab (b_ a)3 
(t - a)(b - t ) f ( t )  dt <_ Ilflloo (t - a)(b - t) dt - 6 HfHo~. 
The second inequality is obvious by HSlder's integral inequality, 
b (~a b (b )l/q 
= [I/llp(b - a)2÷l/q[B(q + 1,q + 1)] 1/q. 
(ii) The inequality (7.3) is obvious, taking into account hat if m _< f _< M a.e. on [a, b], then 
m(t  - a)(b - t) <_ (t - a)(b - t ) f ( t )  <_ M( t  - a)(b - t) a.e. on [a,b 1, and by integrating over [a, b]. 
To prove (7.4), we use the following "prv-Griiss" inequality established in [18]: 
lfab lfab ~aa b dt h(t) dt .  1 ]~-a  l~(t)g(t)dt b -a  ~-a  g(t) 
(l ab 
< - (¢ - 7) 92(t) dt - 9(t) dt 
-2  ~-~ ~-~ ' 
provided that the mappings h, 9 : [a, b] ~ R are measurat)le, all the integrals involved in (7.6) 
exist and are finite, and 7 < h <_ ¢ a.e. on [a, b]. 
In (7.6), choose h(t) = f ( t )  and g(t) = (t - a)(b - t), which then gives 
1 lab 1 j(ab 1 j~ab 
- - - -  ( t -  a ) (b -  t) d t .  ~-a  f ( t )  dt  ~-a  (t a ) (b -  t ) f ( t )d t  b -  a 
,/2 (7.7) 1 [1;  (1 ;  t ] <_ ~(M-m)  ~-a  ( t -a )2 (b - t )  2dt -  ~-a  ( t -a ) (b - t )a t  
However, 
f b (b - a) a fib (t - a ) (b -  t) dt = ~ ,  f ( t )  dt = 1, 
~b ~01 (b _ a)5 
(t - a)2(b - t) 2 dt = (b - a) 5 t2(1 - t) 2 dt - 30 ' 
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and 
b-  a ~-a  ( t -  a ) (b -  t) dt - 30 
Consequently, by (7.7), we deduce that 
( t -a ) (b - t ) f ( t )d t  (b -a )  2 < (b -a ) (h I -m)  
6 -2  
(b -a )  4 _ (b -a )  4 
36 180 
(b - a)3(M - m) 
12v~ 
Using (7.5), we deduce (7.4). 
With additional information about the derivative of f ,  we can state the following result which 
complements (7.4) (see also [23]). 
THEOREM 24. Assume that the p.d.£ of X is absolutely continuous on [a, b]. 
(i) I f  f '  E L~[a,b], then we have 
[b - E (X) ] [E (X)  - a] - a2(X)  
(ii) I f  f '  E L2[a,b], then we have 
[b - E (X) ] [E (X)  - a] - a2(X)  
(7.8) (b 6a)2 x/~ <- 7-~ I I f ' l l~  (b - a) 3 
(b - a) 2 < v~ 
6 - ~ 31f'llz (b - a )  3. (7.9) 
PROOF. 
(i) Use is made of the following "pre-Chebychev" inequality proved in [18]: 
b~la~a b 1 j~ab 1 lab 
- - -  h ( t )  d t .  g ( t )  dt h(t)g(t) dt b - a ~-a  
_< ~ IIh'll~ b-----a 92(t) d r -  ~-a  g(t) dt 
Provided that h,g : [a,b] --* R are measurable on [a,b], the integrals involved in (7.10) 
exist and are finite, h is absolutely continuous, and h ~ E Loo [a, b]. 
Now, if we choose h(t) = f(t) ,  g(t) = (t - a)(b - t) in (7.10), we get 
b ~(t  dt (b - a) 2 < IIh'll~ (b- a) (b - a) 2 _ (b - a) 3 IIh'll~ 
a)(b t ) f ( t )  
6 - 2~ 12~ 24,/5-6 
Using (7.5), we deduce (7.8). 
(ii) For the second part of the theorem, we use the following "pre-Lupa~" inequality as stated 
in [18]: 
b_5/a b - - -  h ( t )  d t ,  g ( t )  dt h(t)g(t) dt b - a ~-a  
1/2 (7.11) 
-< - -~r  LIh'll2 b---Z-d g2(t) dt - ~-a  g(t )  dt  , 
provided that g, h are as above and h I E L2[a, b]. 
Now if we choose in (7.11) h(t) = f ( t ) ,  g(t) = (t - a)(b - t), we obtain the desired 
inequality (7.9). The details are omitted. 
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THEOREM 25. (See [23].) Let X be a random variable and f : [a, b] --+ IR its p.d.f. If f is sud~ 
that f('~) (n >_ O) is absolutely continuous on [a, hi, then we have the inequality 
- a][b - E(X)] - cr2(X) - L (k + 1)(b - a)k+af(k)(a) [E(X) 
k=0 (k + 3)! 
Hf(n+l)H~° (b -  a) n+4, hef (n+l) C Lcc[a,b], 
(~ + 1)!(~ + a)(~ + 4) 
Ii/('+1) lip (b - a)"+>'/" 
<- n! (nq+l )Wq(n+2+l /q ) (n+3+l /q ) '  iff(n+l) ELp[a'b}' 
II/("+1)111 (b -  a) "+3 
n! (n+2) (n+a)  ' if f (n+l) e Ll[a,b], 
where H" lip (1 _< p _< oo) are the usual Lebesgue norms on [a, hi; i.e., 
(7.12) 
p>l ,  
(/; Hglloo := ess sup Ig(t)[, Ilgll,, := Ig(t)[ pdt , P > 1. 
te[a,b} 
PROOF. The following Taylor's formula with integral remainder is well known in the literature 
(see, for example, [24]): 
f ( t )=~ (t--a)k 1 L t -ki f(k)(a) + n~ (t - s)~f(~+l)(s) dE, (7.13) 
k=o 
for all t E [a, b]. 
Since 
we have 
L 
b 
[E(X) - al[b - E(X)] - ~r2(X) = (t - a)(b - t)f(t)dt, (7.14) 
[E (X)  - a l [b  - E(X) ]  - ~2(X)  
=L ( t -a ) (b - t )  L (t-a)kk! f(k)(a) +n-7.1 (t-s)'f( '~+l)(s)ds dt 
k=0 
= k! ( t -  a)k+l(b- t) dt 
k=o 
1 b t 
+~.. L [ ( t -a ) (b - t ) fa  (t-s)nf(n+l)(s)ds] dr. 
(7.15) 
Using the transformation, t = (1 - u) a + ub, we have 
j{o 1 (t - a)k+l(b- t) dt = (b-  a) k+a uk+l(1 - u) du = (k + 2)(k + a)'  
and by (7.15), we deduce that 
[E (X)  - aJ[b - E(x)] - ~2(x) - ~ (k + 1)(b-2)k+3f(k)(a) 
k=0 (k + 3) 
l f ab  L t ds < ~-7. ( t  - a ) (b  - t )  ( t  - .~)n f ( ,~+~)(S)  d t  =: ~f(o., b). 
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However, for all t E [a, b], we have 
L t ds ft 71t (t--s)nf('~+l)(S) <_j~ It--St '~ f(~+~)(S) ds< sup f(~+~)(s) (t-s)~ds sE[a,bl 
< f(n+l) oo ( t -  a) n+1 
- n+l  
By HSlder's integral inequality, we have 
Lt( t  - s)n f(n+l)(s) ds <_ (L  t f(n+l)(s) P ds) 1/p (L t ( t  - 8)nq ds) 1/q 
< f(n+l) P [(t-a)nq+l]l/qk 1+1 =1,  p>l ,  
for all t e [a, b]. 
Finally, we observe that 
ds fa t t t(t--s)'~f(n+l)(S) <_ (t--s) ~ I('~+I)(S) ds<( t -a ) '~  i f(~+ll(s) ds 
da 
<_(t-a)  n f (n+l)1 '  
for all t ~ [a, b]. 
Consequently, 
[/<n+l>[[ec i .  b ./. (t - a)'~+2(b - t) dt, 
1 ilf(,~+l)H~ b 
M(a,b) <_ ~. × (nq+ l) 1/q a (t-a) '~+]+i/q(b-t)dt '  
l[/('+~)[l~ (t- a)'~+l(b- t)dt, / IIf< ÷'>lloo (b -a )  '~+4 un+2(1 -u)du, 
tts<,,+,)ll" 1 a)n+3+l/q L un+l+llq(1 tt) dtL, = (nq + 1) 1/q (b - -u 
/01 llf("+l)]l~ (b - a) n+3 un+'(1 -- U)du, 
and as 
L ] u'~+2( 1 _ u) du = 
o 1 ttn-I-l+l/q(1 -- U) du =- 
fo u~+l(1 - u)du = 
(~ + 3)(~ + 4)' 
1 
(~ + 2 + 1/q)(n + 3 + l/q)'  
1 
(n + 2)(n + 3)' 
and 
inequality (7.12) is proved. 
REMARK 20. A similar result can be obtained if use is made of a Taylor expansion ~round the 
point b. 
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8. BETTER BOUNDS FOR AN INEQUAL ITY  
OF THE OSTROWSKI  TYPE  WITH 
APPL ICAT IONS TO RANDOM VARIABLES 
8.1. Int roduct ion 
In 1938, Ostrowski [2, p. 468] proved the following inequality: 
f (x)  l f~ b dt [~ (x-(--a-+-b)/2~ 21 b -a  f(t) <_ + b -a  ] j (b -a )M,  (8.1) 
for all x E [a, b}, provided that f is differentiable on (a, b) and If'(t)l <_ M for all t ~ (a, b). 
Using the following representation, which has been obtained by Montgomery in an equivalent 
form [2, p. 565]: 
1 ffab 1 lab 
f (x)  b - a f(t) dt - b - a p(x, t)f '(t) dt, (8.2) 
for all x E [a, b], provided that f is absolutely continuous on [a, b} and 
t -a ,  ift e [a,x], 
p(x,t) := (x,t) E [a,b] 2, 
t -b ,  i f tE(x,b}, 
we can put in place of M, i.e., in (8.1), the sup norm of f ' ,  i.e., ]lf'lloo where 
"~"118'11~o := ess sup  If'(t)l , 
tC[a,b] 
provided that f '  ~ Loo[a, b]. 
In [25], Dragomir and Wang, by the use of the Grfiss inequality, proved tile following perturbed 
version of Ostrowski's inequality: 
1 b f (b )  - f (a )  x 
b-  a f(t)  dt b a 2 
for all x C [a, b], provided the derivative f '  satisfies the condition 
_< 1 (b - a)(P - "y), (8.3) 
7 < if(t) < F, on (a, b). (8.4) 
Using a pre-Grfiss inequality, Matid et al. [18] improved the constant 1/4, in the right-hand 
member of (8.3), with the constant 1/4x/-3. An upper bound in terms of the second derivative 
h~ been pointed out by Barnett and Dragomir in [26]. 
For two mappings g, h : [a, b] ~ R, define the Chebychev functional as 
1 lab 1 ~b f~,b g(t) dr. 1 h(t) de, . -  - g(t)h(t)dt b -a  ~-a  T(g, h) b a 
provided the involved integrals exist. 
By the use of Chebychev's functional, we improve the Matid-Peearic-Ujevid result by provid- 
ing a better bound for the first membership of (8.3) in terms of Euclidean norms. Since the 
bound in (8.3) will apply for absolutely continuous mappings whose derivatives are bounded, 
the new inequality will also apply for the larger class of absolutely continuous mappings whose 
derivative f '  C L2[a, hi. 
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8.2. The  Resu l ts  
The following theorem holds [27]. 
THEOREM 26. Let f : [a, b] ---* R be an absolutely continuous mapping whose derivative f '  E 
L2 [a, b]. Then we have the inequality 
1 b f (b ) -  f__(a) x 
b-  a f ( t )  dt b a 
1 (8.5) <_ 
(<  (b -a ) (F -7 )  i fT< f ' ( t )<r fora .e ,  ton[a ,  bl) 
4, /5  - - 
for all x E [a, b]. 
PROOF. 
we obtain 
As 
and 
Using Korkine's identity 
1 //// 
T(g, h) - 2(b - a) 2 (g(t) - g(s))(h(t) - h(s)) dt ds, 
l fab  l f fab  ~b 
- - -  p (x , t )  d t .  1 b-a  p(x , t ) f f ( t )dt  b -a  ~-a  f ' ( t )  dt 
1 ~bf f  - 2(b - a) 2 (p(x, t) - p(x, s)) ( if(t) - f ' (s))  dt ds. 
1~ b l ffab 
= - - -  f ( t )  dt, b - a p(x, t)ff(t)  dt f ( z )  b - a 
1 f b a+b 
b - .a  p(x,t)  d t= x 2 ' 
1 fb  f(b) - f(a) 
b -a  J~ if(t) d t -  b -a  ' 
then, by (8.6), we get the following identity: 
for all x C [a, b]. 
/a f (x )  b -  a f(t)  dt f (  _ f (a)  a 
//// 2(b - a) 2 (p(x,t) - p(z,s))  (y( t )  - f ' (s))  dtds, 
Using the Cauchy-Buniakowski-Schwartz inequality for double integrals, we may write 
2(b - a): (p (x , t ) -p (x ,s ) ) ( f ' ( t ) -  y (s ) )  dtds 
< 2(b - a) 2 (p(x, t) - p(x, s)) 2 dt ds 
× 2(b - a)~ ( / ' ( t )  - f ' ( s ) )  2 d r& 
a a 
(s.~) 
(8.7) 
(8.s) 
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However, 
and 
2(b - a )  2 (p(x,t) -p(x,s))2dtds 
2 
- b -a  p2(x,t) d t -  ~-a  p(x,t) dt 
_ 1 ( t -a )  zdt+ ( t -a )  2dr - x - - -  
b-a  
_ 1 (x -a )  3+(b-x )  3 _ x 
b-a  3 2 
(b - a) 2 
12 
1 L b L b 1 I[f"l~-(f(b)-b~_f(a))2 2(b - a) '2 ( f ' ( t )  - f , (~) )2  d td~ - b - a 
Consequently, by (8.7) and (8.8), we deduce the first inequality in (8.5). 
If "y <_ f'(t) < F for a.e. t E (a, b), then, by the Griiss inequality, we have 
b 
_1 L (f'(t))'2 dt O<-b a 
and the last inequality in (8.5) is obtained. 
(1 
~-a  f'(t) dt < 
COROLLARY 16 .  (See [27].) With the above assumptions, from (8.5) with x = (a + b)/2, we have 
the midpoint inequality 
(~_~)  1 L bf(t)dt <_ (b -a )  [ 1 ( f (  (a)/2]1/2 
b-a  2~ b ---L-a I1'f']122 - b-)b--~ f (8.9) f 
(<- (b -a ) (F - ' / )  i fT<' f ' ( t )<F 'n 'e ' t °n[a 'b] )  - - 
REMARK 21. Since L~[a,b] C L2[a,b] (and the inclusion is strict), then we remark that in- 
equality (8.5) can be applied also for the mappings f whose derivatives are unbounded oil (a, b), 
but f '  ~ L2[a, b]. 
8.3. Appl icat ions  for P .D.F .s  
Let X be a random variable having the p.d.f, f : [a,b] --+ R+ and the cumulative density 
function F:  [a, b] --~ [0, 1]; i:e., 
F(z )  = I ( t )  dt, x e [a, hi. 
Then we have the following inequality [27]. 
THEOREM 27. With the above assumptions and if the p.d.f, f E L2[a,b], then we have the 
inequality 
F(x) b -E (X)  1 ( a+b)  1 z < [(b - a)llfll~ - 1] 1/2 
b - a b - a 2 - -2--~ 
(< (b -a ) (M-m)  ) (8.10) 
4v/. ~ if m < f < M a.e. on [a,b] , 
for all x C [a, b], where E(X) is the expectation of X. 
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PROOF. Put F instead of f in (8.5), to get 
F(x) b-al ~ bF(t)dt F(b)-F(a) a~_)b 
< (b -a )  [ 1 _  ~ -  ~NfH2 2_  (F(b)_b-F(a))2]l/2 
a)(. m) ) 
4v/- ~ if m <_ f(t) <_ M a.e. t on [a,b] . 
(8.11) 
As F(a) = O, F(b) = 1, and 
b 
f F(t) dt = b - E(X), 
then, by (8.11), we easily deduce (8.10). 
COROLLARY 17. (See [27].) With the above assumptions, we have 
Pr (X< 
a+b)  b -E (X)  < 1 
- _ ~ -b-a - -~  [(b-a)]lfH~-l]l/2 
(< (b-~)(M- m) ) 
4~ where m <_ f < ~I are as above . 
(8.12) 
A beta random variable X with parameters (p, q) has the probability density function 
f(x;p,q) = xP-l(1- x)q-1 O<x< 1, 
B(p ,q)  ' 
where 
We know that 
and 
~o 1 B(p, q) = tp-l(1 - -  t) q-1 dt, 
E(X) -  p p+q 
~o 1 x2(p-1)(1 - x) 2(q-1) B(2p- 1,2q - 1) 
I l f ( - ;p ,  q)rl~ = ~(~,~ d~ = B2(p, q) ' 
and so, by Theorem 27, we may state the following. 
Let X be a beta random variable with parameters (p, q). Then we have the inequality 
Pr (X  <x)  P x+ 1 < - - .1  [B (2p  - 1, 2q - 1) - B2(p,  q)] 1/2 
- p + q 2 - 2~ B(p ,q )  ' 
(8.13) 
for all x C [0, 1]. 
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